
For(t)Rest
Create. Play. Restore. Grow.





Mission Statement
Create beautiful, functional and sustainable objects rooted in nature, help people experience sanctuary 

and space to play, restore and grow, accelerate climate action.



Company Values
Quality – beauty in concert with function, design rooted in nature, objects that promote sanctuary, embracing new 
ideas, technology and innovation, always striving to be better.

Sustainability – in all that we do, from raw materials to supply chain to partners to overall business practices; committed 
to ethical, organic, upcycling, reusing, and a circular economy.

Collaboration – we are capable of so much more when we work together.

Environmentalism – being a catalyst for personal and corporate climate action. 

Integrity – respect, transparency, honesty and commitment.



For(t)Rest
Our Co Founder 

Chris 

Sketches



Our Projects



Our 2017 sales numbers are included below but it should be noted that our online store (featuring folded cards and 
3D printed pins) only went live in October of 2017 - the numbers reflect that short sales period. 

The folded cards, based on Alex Chowaniec's "Planets, Stars and Atoms..." and "Growth" series (3 of each per 
package) include 100% Post Consumer, Processed Chlorine Free, FSC and Green Seal Certified envelopes made 
with Renewable Green Energy. Printed with non-toxic vegetable inks by Brooklyn-based Rolling Press: committed to 
environmentally-friendly methods, ethical practices, and printing with wind power, a Green-e certified 100% 
renewable energy.

2017/2018 Revenue



2017 Revenue



2018 Revenue



Marketing Strategy



Product Overview

For(t)Rest are beautiful, sustainable, comfortable, functional objects that are rooted in nature. They create sanctuaries: safe, 
restorative, fun spaces in your home, office, or in public spaces to play, rest, reflect, and be present to yourself. They bring 
the outside in and connect you to your landscape. You can buy one, or a full set - you can even mix and match. We 
currently have three prototype themes to choose from: Arctic, think icebergs and snow forts; Water, think tide pools, 
beaches, reflections and driftwood; Forest, think old growth forests, mossy boulders and silhouettes.

Sustainability is at the core of everything we do. We make choices everyday about where we buy our products and we can be 
part of the climate action solution. Our products will be sustainable and part of a closed loop circular economy. They will 
be made from post-consumer recycled goods, excess materials or be sourced from sustainable raw materials (ie cork, 
felt/wool, rubber). We will be certified to global standards for both textiles and latex. Transparency is also essential to our 
business practice. Customers have the right to know where their products come from and be given access to the knowledge 
they need to make informed purchasing decisions.

Quality is also paramount. We want you to have beautiful, well-designed, functional pieces that promote sanctuary in your 
day-to-day lives. We embrace new ideas, technology and innovation, and will strive to be better and make better pieces so 
you in turn can have the best experiences with them. 



#Inspiration

Sculptures and drawings by Co Founder Alex 



USPs (Unique Selling Propositions)

We see our competitive advantage as follows, our objects are:

● Sustainable, where possible certified to organic and latex global standards, and where not possible are sourced from 
renewable raw materials or repurposed and upcycled materials that sit in a circular economy

● Highly and beautifully designed, and completely functional; rooted in nature; soft and comfortable
● Can be used for play, serve function as furniture or stand alone as decoration/art
● Can provide sanctuary, space for reflection and meditation, restorative rest 
● Can be used as part of a restorative yoga practice 
● Can be used individually or can combine as a set, or a number of sets 
● Will eventually be able to exist both out of doors, and in
● In the future may incorporate technology with smart materials to either become part of the grid, or to track 

health-related data 



Target Market and Promotion

We have identified 3 key markets to engage with as a starting point:

1. Wellness (focus on Fitness & Mind-Body sub-sector, this includes yoga)

2. Nostalgia (focus Millennials/GenY)

3. Art & Design (focus on high-end furniture segment)

*Note: All the market research can be found in the appendix at the end of this document. 



With each of these markets comes three different ways of connecting with the objects.  The customers focused on wellness 
might use the objects to build safe spaces for reflection and meditation, critical rest or maybe use them as part of a 
restorative yoga practice. It might evoke more nostalgia in Millennials/GenY, as the evolution of our childhood snow, box 
and couch forts, and yet still inspired by the core values of sustainability and sanctuary, and the healing capabilities of 
nature, art and play. Our more high-end art and design contingent will see beautifully designed and completely functional 
pieces to add to their spaces and complete their collections. 

When looking at these points of view from marketing standpoint we could approach the three target markets differently: 
for our wellness group we need to focus on self care, health, restoration; our Millennials are young and fun and our art and 
design are looking for something sophisticated, beautiful, unique.

At the beginning we plan to go direct to consumer, through our Squarespace e-commerce portal. It will house our online 
store, deliver our story, provide access to our social media channels and be the place to connect with us for sales, customer 
service or more information. We will continue to use the Squarespace business features in the backend to manage sales, 
track procurement and distribution and accounting. We would also like to build partnerships with both retail outlets (ie 
gallery stores) and public spaces (ie libraries, community centers) where community members and potential customers can 
view, interact and experience our objects.



Competitors

We have identified several competitors, and researched companies that are doing something really well in our target market:

Wellness // Manduka, Well.ca, Wellness Warehouse, FitBit, Weight Watchers
Nostalgia // Nintendo, Coca-Cola, Spotify, LEGO
Art & Design // Vitra, Moma Design Store, Home Crux, MyModernMet, smarin, Anthropologie
Other Leaders/Companies we identify with // Patagonia, Toms, GOTS and GOLS certified companies

It is also important to look at the hybridizing (both/and) of luxury and non-luxury markets, capturing a high-end practice 
with unique pieces and their more widely produced and distributed object extensions (e.g. Olafur Eliasson exhibition and his 
“Little Sun” product extension). 

While it is clear that there are well-established companies and start-ups in all three of these identified markets, the large nature 
of the market share and the alignment of Chowaniec Projects business practices and supply chains with sustainable and green 
values, we believe there is a substantial portion of the market where we can make inroads. In addition we hope to use the 
experienced business mentorship provided by this grant to do a lot more competitive analysis and market identification and 
find the best path to the best markets for us at present.  



We have identified several customer segments that we want to focus on first:

● Men, women, non-binary aged 18-25, students, healthy and health oriented, connected, LGTBQ diverse (may or may 
not be existing yoga practitioners)

● Women aged 25-40, professionals, mid-high income, may have kids, focus on fitness, beauty, wellness and who are 
willing to spend both time and money on fitness, beauty, wellness (may or may not be existing yoga practitioners) 

● Women aged 25-40, stay at home, kids, mid-high income family, focused on yoga, fitness, beauty and wellness, may be 
followers of celebrity wellness personalities, willing to spend both time and money on fitness, beauty, wellness (may or 
may not be existing yoga practitioners) 

● Men and women aged 25-45 who are wellness professionals, teachers, therapists, studio owners, etc
● Women aged 40-70, wealthy, active, professionals, philanthropists, retired, etc
● Millenials/GenY, men and women aged 18-34, low-mid income level, professional, tech savvy, depending on where in 

age spectrum either decorating first rental apartment or first home
● Millenials/GenY, aged 24-34, mid-high income level, professional, tech savvy, having children, decorating children’s 

rooms, needing space for breastfeeding, or downtime
● Men aged 25-45, active or former military suffering from PTSD, fatigue or re-introduction to civilian life, may or may 

not have kids, or a family, low-mid income level

Customers



Audience / Use areas

In addition to the customer segments above, and as we discuss further in Section 5 / Distribution, we see future partnerships 
and product placement beyond the direct to consumer sales with which we are opening:

● Public spaces: community centers, libraries, schools, galleries
● Private spaces: homes, offices, home yoga or fitness studios
● Commercial spaces: hotel and building lobbies, shop display windows or retail floors, yoga studios
● Waiting areas (may be public or private): museums, airports
● Fairs: wellness, yoga, art and design, baby and kids
● Gallery, museum, community space shows and exhibitions (with programming extensions and community 

engagement components)
● Kids in hospitals, or therapy environments
● Adults in hospitals, care centers or hospices



Distribution Strategy 



Distribution Strategy

At the beginning we plan to go direct to consumer through our Squarespace e-commerce portal, with no retail space 
(however the studio would function as a showroom, in addition to warehouse and distribution center -- certified). We will 
also be doing our own fulfillment and shipping to the customer. The order processing, inventory management and 
fulfillment tracking will be done through the Squarespace business site, and shipping done via USPS or UPS with flat rates 
charged to the customer at time of purchase. 

We see the future as having many avenues from developing partnerships with retail stores to having our objects in public 
spaces. We imagine these pieces in hospitals, and care centers, libraries and airports. Most importantly, we will continue to 
show and exhibit in the community. We started with one-on-one performances, guiding individual participants through the 
process of finding their own connection to nature and then linking them to local, free resources and by building sanctuary 
domes where participants could disconnect and find space for themselves. For(t)Rest is an extension of that. Having 
grassroots events and placing the objects in public spaces where they are free for all to use is our way of giving back, creating 
community, granting accessibility to all and living our mission which is connecting people to nature and providing sanctuary 
and space to restore and reflect. 



Detailed Plan for $30K Prize Money



Budget for $30K prize money (1/2)





Immediate Goals

1. To source materials and build prototypes:

○ We have tested proof of concept and have designed the first objects of the For(t)Rest series. We now need the 
opportunity to experiment with materials, continue improving the design and building prototypes of the new 
objects

○ We have begun conversations with a number of certified organic and ethical suppliers and we would like to 
turn those discussions into partnerships and begin to form our supply chain

2. To build out our online e-commerce portal that will act as our direct channel for sales, tracking and 
fulfillment:

○ We have an existing Squarespace business site where we have already been managing online sales and 
fulfillment.  We would like to expand on this, improving both the front and back end of the site, enhancing its 
effectiveness as a tool for growing our business



As part of this we would like to spend some time on brand development and building a marketing plan with specifics and 
metrics. We need to further analyze our customers and map their journeys in order to deliver the right messages, to the right 
people, at the right time and to know what they want to achieve from the transaction, and what their expectations are.  We 
also need to work on our brand, and determine how to communicate it consistently throughout our customer’s journey 
from discovery to purchase to after-purchase support and repeat business. 

From there we can determine our marketing tactics to attract and keep customers, and of course, how this will fit into/be 
determined by our budget and other resources. We also need to create our metrics for monitoring and measuring the 
effectiveness of our activities, both customer conversion metrics and the impact of specific tactics and campaigns.

 These two goals represent a significant portion of how we will spend our time and energy during the grant proceedings and 
we hope that experience of the mentors can help us better understand the implications, streamline and achieve them. 

The budget for the $30K is roughly divided into thirds:

1. Rent on studio/workspace in which to design and build the prototypes
2. Marketing and promotion, including development of the online e-commerce portal, brand development and 

marketing spend.  We have set aside funds for both consultant fees as well as ads, social media and digital outreach
3. Cost of raw materials and design and build of prototypes



Appendix
Market Research



Wellness 

Wellness is a $4.2 trillion market globally that grew 12.8% from 2015-2017.  To put that in economic context, from 
2015-2017, the wellness economy grew 6.4% annually, nearly twice as fast as global economic growth (3.6%) and is equivalent 
to half global health expenditures. The large market is subdivided into several sub sectors and we have identified the $595 
billion Fitness & Mind-Body subsector (which includes yoga) as a key target market. There are thought to be 300 million 
yoga practitioners worldwide; including 36 million Americans.  Between 2012 and 2016 the number of Americans doing 
yoga grew by 50%. Americans spend $16 billion on yoga classes, clothing, equipment, and accessories each year. Workplace 
Wellness is another $48 billion sub sector that should not be overlooked.  And while we are not directly in the Spa Economy 
($119 billion), our focus on sanctuary puts us into the market of consumers drawn to self-care oases in the wake of hectic, 
over-connected lifestyles.



Millenial/GenY Nostalgia

Millennials (generally adults between the ages 18 and 34) are the largest generation in American history. They make up about 
a third of the US adult population (roughly 80 million) and have huge purchasing power, spending upwards of $600 billion a 
year. They also care about environmental issues, and use their wallets to shape the green living markets and support 
companies with sustainable practices that fit their ethos. And from an aesthetic perspective, design elements such as visible 
wood grain and organic forms are shareworthy for this generation. Self-expression is also important to Millennials. Many of 
them have been cultivating their personal brands for years, and when decorating their homes they’re looking for pieces that 
complement their unique tastes rather than dictate the vibe. Tapping into positive cultural memories from previous decades, 
including both the green nostalgia, from tv shows like Captain Planet and Fern Gulley and lifestyle and entertainment like 
Stranger Things, 80’s clothing revamp, and toys is way to connect with and interest this segment of the market.  

In addition, Millennials comprised 37% of all households buying furniture and bedding in 2014 (spending $27 billion), the 
largest share of any generation. This is particularly important as Millennials are not a homogenous group as younger and 
older members are in different life stages. Older Millennials are settling down, decorating new homes and having children. 
And, the home furnishings industry is poised to realize the benefits. Millennials aged 25 to 34 accounted for 56% of women 
giving birth last year and those under age 25 comprised 28% of new mothers.



Art and Design   

Here we focus on high end furniture design and production. Overall, the US furniture market is expected to experience 
growth. The market grew by 4.5% to $114 billion in 2016 and it is anticipated to grow at a rate of 2.9% through 2019. The 
global luxury furniture market forecast is $27 billion by 202, or 4.1% growth 2015-2020. Asia Pacific is predicted to see the 
fastest growth, owing to the rise in disposable incomes. The wooden luxury furniture has gained substantial demand 
worldwide, coming in at 24% of the global market, due to high aesthetics value associated with it. Eco-friendly furniture and 
multifunctional furniture are also gradually gaining popularity. Growing environmental awareness and space constraints in 
urban regions, are key factors that drive the adoption of this furniture in the global market. So it is no surprise to see the plastic 
furniture segment will see the slowest growth due to the environmental concerns associated with plastic degradation and its 
lack of aesthetic value, as compared to other materials.



Art and Design (continued)

The domestic sector contributed nearly two-thirds of the global luxury furniture market revenue in 2014. The furniture used 
in living rooms and bedrooms hold the highest demand in the domestic sector. The commercial sector is a comparatively 
smaller market, which is primarily governed by the hospitality sector. A large presence of upscale hotels, commercial 
infrastructures and a booming hospitality industry, arising from an increasing pace of foreign investments in the Middle East, 
account for the dynamic growth of the luxury furniture market in the commercial sector. 

New product launch complimented with innovative design is a key strategy that could be adopted. In addition, the prospects 
in e-commerce platforms would also help the market players in expanding their geographic presence, which, in turn, would 
boost the overall market growth. Development of multi-functional furniture coupled with adoption of online retailing 
methods in order to reduce the operating expenses involved in sales and distribution are anticipated to poise development in 
the industry through to 2022.


